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we do working software
(and have fun)
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BDD?
BDD is a second-generation, 
outside-in, pull-based, multiple-
stakeholder, multiple-scale, high-
automation, agile methodology.

It describes a cycle of 
interactions with well-defined 
outputs, resulting in the delivery 
of working, tested software that 
matters. Dan North, Agile Testing, Specifications and BDD Exchange 2009
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BDD?

BDD
Behavior Driven

Development

TDD
Test Driven Development

DDD
Domain Driven Design

ATDD
Acceptance Test Driven

Development

User Stories

Specification by
Example

Definition of
Done

Outside-In 
Development

DSL
Domain Specific Language
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fear
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BDD = 
Product Ownership +
Collaboration +
Automation
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What makes user stories agile?

•Describe user needs or features
•Unit of planning/prioritization

Help solving the right problem
•Solution options
•Mechanism to defer detail
•Reminder for a conversation
•Evolve over time:
desired outcome  specification
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User Story life-cycle
Idea

Need

Problem
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Impact Mapping

Story Mapping

Specification-By-Example

Why?
Outcomes

Specifications
How?

Acceptance
Criteria

Epics

Deliverables

Impacts

earlier later

User Activities

User Stories

Examples

Goals

Agile Product Ownership

Code
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Evolving
User Stories

into
Specifications
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Why?
Outcomes

Specifications
How?

Epics

Deliverables

Impacts

earlier later

User Activities

User Stories

Goals

Specifying user stories

Code

Reminder
for a
conversation
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Having a conversation…

We would like to encourage new users to 
buy in our shop.
Therefore we offer 10% discount for their 
first order.

Original idea for the illustration: George Dinwiddie
http://blog.gdinwidiee.com

public void CalculateDiscount(Order order)
{
if (order.Customer.IsNew)

order.FinalAmount = Math.Round(order.Total * 9/10); 
}

Register as “bart_bookworm”
Go to “/catalog/search”
Enter “ISBN-0955683610”
Click “Search”
Click “Add to Cart”
Click “View Cart”
Verify “Subtotal” is “$33.75”
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Specification-By-Example

Why?
Outcomes

Specifications
How?

Acceptance
Criteria

Epics

Deliverables

Impacts

earlier later

User Activities

User Stories

Examples

Goals

Establishing a shared understanding

Code

Bug
reports

Isolated,
formalized
examples
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Discussing acceptance criteria …

We would like to encourage new users to 
buy in our shop.
Therefore we offer 10% discount for their 
first order.

Original idea for the illustration: George Dinwiddie
http://blog.gdinwidiee.com

public void CalculateDiscount(Order order)
{
if (order.Customer.IsNew)

order.FinalAmount = Math.Round(order.Total * 9/10); 
}

Register as “bart_bookworm”
Go to “/catalog/search”
Enter “ISBN-0955683610”
Click “Search”
Click “Add to Cart”
Click “View Cart”
Verify “Subtotal” is “$33.75”
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… illustrated with formalized examples

Given the user has not ordered yet

When the user adds a book with the price of EUR 37.5 

into the shopping cart

Then the shopping cart sub-total is EUR 33.75.

Original idea for the illustration: George Dinwiddie
http://blog.gdinwidiee.com
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Discover hidden assumptions

Actually, this is not quite right:
Books on sale should be excluded.

Original idea for the illustration: George Dinwiddie
http://blog.gdinwidiee.com
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Collaboration: 3 amigos

“Happy
Path”

Technical 
feasability

Exceptions, 
border cases

Original idea for the illustration: George Dinwiddie
http://blog.gdinwidiee.com
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Structuring
the conversation
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Collecting Acceptance Criteria

“I would try to put a book into the 
shopping cart …”

“I would try to remove a book 
from the shopping cart…”

“I’d check whether the shopping cart 
is empty, when I enter the shop …”

Books can be added to 
shopping cart.

Books can be removed from 
shopping cart.

Shopping cart should be empty 
when entering the shop.

... ? …

As a potential customer
I want to collect books in a shopping cart
So that I can order several books at once.

“Imagine this story is 
already implemented:

how would you verify it?”

“I would try to add 1000 books to 
the shopping cart …”
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Exploration through examples

Books in catalogue:

Title Author

Specification-By-Example Gojko Adzic

Impact Mapping Gojko Adzic

Explore It! Elisabeth Hendrickson

Competitive Engineering Tom Gilb

… I want to find books in the catalogue by author and title

Search for … Books found  …

Spec Specification-By-Example

Hend Explore It!

et Explore It!, Competitive Engineering

Context

Action
Assertion
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Key examples: Breaking the model

Books in catalogue:

Title Author

Specification-By-Example Gojko Adzic

Impact Mapping Gojko Adzic

Explore It! Elisabeth Hendrickson

Competitive Engineering Tom Gilb

… I want to find books in the catalogue by author and title

Search for … Books found  …

Spec Specification-By-Example

Hend Explore It!

et Explore It!, Competitive Engineering

What happens, if I search for 
“Explore Specification”?

Can I search for single 
characters, e.g. “e”?

Is the number of search results 
limited, or paged?

Is the search also performed in the 
sub-title of a book?
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UI wire frames,
existing UI

rules, key examples

existing artifacts,
samples

Different kinds of examples
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Examples in Gherkin

As a shop visitor
I want to  collect books in my shopping basket
so that I can purchase multiple books at once.

Books can be added to the shopping basket

Given my shopping basket is empty

When I add the book “Harry Potter” to my shopping basket

Then my shopping basket should contain 1 copy of “Harry Potter”
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As a shop visitor
I want to  collect books in my shopping basket
so that I can purchase multiple books at once.

Books can be added to the shopping basket

Examples in Gherkin

Given my shopping basket contains 1 copy of “Harry Potter”

When I add the book “Harry Potter” to my shopping basket

Then my shopping basket should contain 2 copies of “Harry Potter”

The same book can be added multiple times to the shopping basket
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The same book can be added multiple times to the shopping basket

Structure of examples

Given my shopping basket contains 1 copy of “Harry Potter”

When I add the book “Harry Potter” to my shopping basket

Then my shopping basket should contain 2 copies of “Harry Potter”

Title: Describes intention/abstract acceptance criterion

Arrange: Context, describes state of the system

Act: Execution of the feature

Assert: Assertion of observable behaviour

And I should see the warning: “Book already existed in basket” 

Triple-A
constraint
“Checks”

Chaining
up steps
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Automated continuous validation

Given my shopping basket contains 1 copy of “Harry Potter”

When I add the book “Harry Potter” to my shopping basket

Then my shopping basket should contain 2 copies of “Harry Potter”

System

„Step Definitions“ are binding individual steps
to an automatable interface of the application.

Automatable
interface

UI
Automation

Automation does not necessarily have to bind to the UI.

Automatability of system is supported/evolving with development.
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Demo

http://www.specflow.org

Gherkin automation for .NET
• Visual Studio plugin (VS-Gallery)
•NuGet Package
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Business readable
team flow
with ATDD
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ATDD cycle

Write a
failing

unit test

Make the
test pass

Refactor

Write a failing
acceptance

test

Deploy and
measure
impact

Refine feature, if needed
(new user story)

break down
units

extend
systemUser Story

AC/Scenario 1

AC/Scenario 2

AC/Scenario …

AC/Scenario n

modify
system

Expected
impact
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Tasks are not business readable

Create bookings for a fixed time loop on
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… but scenarios (AC) are
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Current sprint report: all sprint scenarios
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Starting with first scenario (AC)
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Finishing the first scenario (AC)
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Progressing scenario after scenario
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Progressing scenario after scenario
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Progressing scenario after scenario
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Implementing user stories in parallel
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First user story ready for testing
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Testing can start even earlier
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Already done work can break again
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Already done work can break again
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See what is temporarily not working
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Transparency for stakeholders

In Progress
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BDD rollout
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“BDD costs”

time/nr. of tests

comfort zone

efforts per test

the first 
green 
test

all tests are 
pretty unique

reusable steps 
reach the critical 

mass

tests mainly 
composed from 
existing blocks

devs start 
feeling test-first 

efficient

test are never 
for free

ef
fo

rt
s 

p
e

r 
te

st

Disclaimer: the graphs are based on subjective 
reports, not measured values
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“BDD costs”

time/nr. of tests

comfort zone

efforts per test
worry level

was this 
really a 

good idea?

no, definitely not

Wow…

ok, time to 
calm down

w
o

rr
y 

le
ve

l
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“BDD costs”

time/nr. of tests

comfort zone

efforts per test
worry level
success level

impact on 
overall project 

success

let’s see

the level goes up 
even without new 
tests! (regression)

su
cc

e
ss

 le
ve

l
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“BDD costs”

time/nr. of tests

comfort zone

efforts per test
worry level
success level
coveragewe do test-

driven skipping test 
for some parts paying back the 

coverage debt

regression issues 
in uncovered 

parts

co
ve

ra
ge
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“BDD costs”

time/nr. of tests

comfort zone

efforts per test
worry level
success level
coverage

green zone
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Getting
started with

Specification-By-Example
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Start with the conversation

• What happens when … ?
• What would you try out … ?
• Model based on concrete examples
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Grow your team’s skills

• (Acceptance) Test Driven Development
• Test Automation Pyramid
• Exploratory Testing
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Decide for an automation tool
Gherkin tools available for 
Ruby, Java, .NET, JavaScript, PHP, …

www.specflow.org

www.cukes.info

Other ATDD tools like:
JBehave, Fitnesse, Robotframework,
Concordion, …
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Treat test automation
as a first class citizen

• Emerging architecture
• Refactoring
•Definition of Done
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Books to read

Gojko Adzic
Bridiging the
Communication Gap

Gojko Adzic
Specification by
Example

Elisabeth Hendrickson
Explore IT!



Coaching
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